Bmw 5 series 2006 interior

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive transmission hill
holder yes Transmission 6-speed manual. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb
view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door
locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Height
EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series.
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See 5 Series Inventory. Sign Up. Auburn,
premium leather Beige, premium leather Black, premium leather Black, leatherette Beige,
leatherette Gray, premium leather. See 5 Series Inventory. It is the successor to the New Class
Sedans and is currently in its seventh generation. Initially, the 5 Series was only available in a
sedan body style. The first generation of 5 Series was powered by naturally aspirated
four-cylinder and six-cylinder petrol engines. Following generations have been powered by
four-cylinder, six-cylinder, V8 and V10 engines that are either naturally aspirated or
turbocharged. Since , diesel engines have been included in the 5 Series range. The E12 is the
first generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to It replaced the New Class sedans and
was produced in the sedan body style. The initial models were powered by four-cylinder
engines, with a six-cylinder engine being introduced a year later. There was no M5 model for the
E12, however the E12 Mi is considered to be the predecessor to the M5. The E12 was replaced
by the E28 in , although E12 production continued until in South Africa. The E28 is the second
generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to in the sedan body style. It was initially
produced with petrol four-cylinder and six-cylinder engines. In , a diesel engine was available
for the first time in a 5 Series. The E28 was the first 5 Series with the centre console angled
towards the driver and the option of anti-lock brakes ABS. The E28 M5 began the line of M5 high
performance models that has continued through every generation since. The E34 is the third
generation of the 5 Series, which was produced from to The E34 was the first 5 Series to be
available with the wagon body style, all-wheel drive and V8 engines. There was an unusually
large range of engines fitted over its lifetime, as nine different engine families were used. These
consisted of four-cylinder, six-cylinder and V8 petrol engines, and six-cylinder diesel engines.
The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 six-cylinder engine and was produced in sedan and wagon
body styles. The E39 is the fourth generation of 5 Series, which was sold from to The E39 was
the first 5 Series to use aluminium components in the front suspension. The proportion of
chassis components using aluminium significantly increased for the E39, [7] in order to reduce
weight. It was also the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel engine was available. V8
models use recirculating ball steering as per previous 5 Series generations , however rack and
pinion steering was used for the first time, in the four-cylinder and six-cylinder models. Unlike
its E34 predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not available with all-wheel drive. The E39
M5 sedan was introduced in , powered by the 4. The body styles of the range are:. The E60
generation introduced various new electronic features to the 5 Series, including iDrive , head-up
display, active cruise control, active steering and voice control. The E60 also was the first 5
Series to be available with a turbocharged petrol engine, a 6-speed automatic transmission and
regenerative braking. New safety features for the E60 included adaptive headlights, night vision,
active headrests, Lane Departure Warning and high intensity emergency brake lights. It was
sold in the sedan and wagon body styles, with most cars using a 7-speed automated manual
transmission "SMG III". The F07 Gran Turismo is the only 5 Series to date that has been
produced in a fastback body style. The F10 is also the first 5 Series to offer a hybrid drivetrain, a
turbocharged V8 engine, an 8-speed automatic transmission, a dual-clutch transmission in the
M5 , active rear-wheel steering called "Integral Active Steering" , electric power steering,
double-wishbone front suspension, an LCD instrument cluster called "Black Panel Display" and
automatic parking called "Parking Assistant". The F10 M5 is powered by the S63 twin-turbo V8
engine with a 7-speed dual clutch transmission. It is the first M5 to use a turbocharged engine. It
was officially announced in October , and sales began in February The fastback 5 Series GT
model from the previous generation is no longer part of the model range, because it has been
moved to the 6 Series model range. The G30 is based on the same modular platform as the 7
Series G BMW plans to release a saloon- and estate-style plug-in hybrid , the e iPerformance ,
which would have the advanced driver-assistance systems found in the 7 Series. The F90 M5 is
the M5 perfomance model for the G30 generation, and is the first M5 to employ an all-wheel

drive powertrain. It is powered by an upgraded version of the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine used in
the previous generation F10 M5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Los
Angeles Times. Archived from the original on 1 December Retrieved 18 December Retrieved
Retrieved 13 September Retrieved 19 August The 2nd Generation E28 ". Retrieved 27 January
Retrieved 14 January Retrieved 16 December National Post. Archived from the original on 3
August Retrieved 15 April Archived from the original on 18 August Retrieved 27 November
Retrieved 24 September Archived from the original on BMW Group. New Jersey: Prnewswire.
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styling and BMW's continued use of the confounding iDrive system are the only blemishes on
the BMW 5 Series, an otherwise outstanding luxury sport sedan and wagon. Originally
introduced in , the BMW 5 Series has spent the last three decades catering to those who desire
a sedan that functions equally well as a prestigious luxury car and a thoroughbred performance
sedan. The 5 Series has long been the benchmark by which other sport sedans are measured.
This elevated position presents challenges when such a stellar car is due for an update. BMW
accomplished its mission with a redesign in that gave it a look and feel that remained popular
right up until the latest redesign last year. Although the BMW 5 Series was considered a
complete redesign, the changes to the car's basic character seemed more like subtle
refinements. It was already a comfortable, capable and highly dynamic machine. The latest
version is still all of these things, just a bit more so. In terms of overall philosophy, the largest
shift from the previous model came in the form of technology. While much of the 7's technology
has migrated down to the 5, several advanced technologies made their debut on BMW's midsize
sport sedan. The most exciting of these is dubbed Active Front Steering AFS , a system that is
able to adjust both the steering ratio and the amount of power assist for optimum feel and
control under varying driving conditions. Along with all the technology came an aggressive new
body that most people either love or hate. For , BMW has fitted the and models with an all-new
3. The versatile wagon body style is also back in the lineup this year, as is an all-wheel-drive
system dubbed xDrive. Further, when DSC takes corrective braking action on a single wheel,
xDrive automatically redirects torque to the wheel opposite it. This means the car can keep
moving even if only one wheel has traction. With excellent power and sharp handling, the BMW
5 Series further builds on its reputation as a luxury sedan of unequaled athleticism. An endless
array of technology and polarizing sheet metal may distinguish the current generation in the
minds of consumers, but in the end, it's the 5's continued status as a true driver's car that will
make the sale. The BMW 5 Series sedan comes in several flavors: i, xi, i, xi and i. The wagon is
available in xi trim only. Standard equipment includes automatic climate control, a CD player,
one-touch power windows, rain-sensing windshield wipers and heated mirrors. Ten-way power
front seats are also standard, with way power front sport seats and way power multifunction
comfort front seats available as options. The iDrive vehicle management system is integrated
into all 5 Series models, while a DVD-based navigation system with voice command and
adaptive cruise control are optional. BMW's new 3. The top-of-the-line i sedan features a 4. All
models get a six-speed manual standard with a six-speed Steptronic automatic an available
option. The rear-drive i and i can also be had with BMW's sequential manual gearbox SMG , a
sophisticated transmission that combines the control of a manual gearbox with the ease of an
automatic. BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system is available on and sedans, and standard on
the wagon. Standard safety equipment includes a head protection system and side-impact
airbags for both the front and rear seats. Dynamic Stability Control DSC and four-wheel disc
brakes with electronic brake proportioning, cornering and stability enhancements are standard
across the model line. Active front head restraints and Advanced Safety Electronics ASE that
govern the deployment of safety systems are optional. The BMW 5 Series is an extremely
balanced machine that can handle aggressive driving maneuvers as well as it does dilapidated
highways. The active steering system hasn't dulled BMW's trademark steering feel, and even
vehicles equipped with the optional run-flat tires maintain a livable ride quality. The base inline
six offers adequate power, while the hp version offers the best balance of performance and
economy. Equipped with the V8, this is a true enthusiast's sedan that will outpace many sports
cars. The driver-oriented 5 Series cockpit greets passengers with a dignified show of luxury. As

in the 7 Series, the multifunction iDrive interface integrates the audio, climate and navigation
systems, but basic functions can be accomplished without going through iDrive. Build and
materials quality is outstanding. Supportive seating is provided in both the front and rear, and
even adults won't mind sitting in the backseat. Rovaniemi, Finland, is a frozen city at the Arctic
Circle where only the steel-hearted survive. Well, and Santa Claus, according to the local
tourism bureau. Although we never ran into ol' Saint Nick, Rovaniemi was the perfect location to
sample the new all-wheel-drive BMW 5 Series, which will go on sale this spring. The
all-wheel-drive 5 Series is the latest in a gaggle of new all-wheel-drive premium sedans. For
decades, well-to-do car buyers in snowy climates have had only two choices, an Audi with
quattro and a Mercedes-Benz with 4Matic. But now other premium brands are on to the
all-wheel-drive trend. Cadillac made sure the new STS had it for No V8, but More Power
Although there are no current plans to install xDrive on the V8-powered i sedan, there's little
reason to worry about the six-cylinder AWD models feeling underpowered, as both the and
feature the new 3. For the xi, that means hp and lb-ft of torque. On the xi, there's hp and lb-ft of
torque. The rear-drive i and i also get the new engines. Either way, you'll have your choice of a
six-speed manual gearbox or a six-speed automatic with Steptronic. The xDrive system adds
about pounds to the cars' curb weight and a couple tenths of a second to their times â€” BMW
estimates a manual-gearbox i can sprint to 60 mph in 6. The difference is greater on the models
â€” 7. A few of the main roads in Rovaniemi had been plowed and sanded, which gave us an
opportunity to sample the new engine in the xi. Although the jump in horsepower is what you'll
read about, we were more impressed by the extra low-end torque, which made the manual-shift
testers easy to launch. A sport package will be available, and you can even get inch wheels if
you want them. The system works hand-in-hand with BMW's Dynamic Stability Control DSC
system, using data taken from the yaw rate and steering angle sensors to adjust the distribution
of power. Further, when DSC takes corrective braking action on a single wheel, torque is
automatically redirected to the wheel opposite it. This means the BMW xi can keep moving even
if only one wheel has traction. The Ultimate Ice Driving Machine All of the s we drove wore
non-factory winter performance tires no studs. On public roads covered with packed snow and
ice, the combination of xDrive, DSC and snow tires made the car basically unstoppable. But it
wasn't until we took a few dozen laps around an ice track that we understood why the xi would
make a fantastic winter car for an enthusiast. To accommodate drivers of varying skill and guts,
DSC now has three modes. In between "completely on" and "completely off," there's a
"Dynamic Traction Control" setting that scales back the intervention without taking away the
safety net. This mode worked best on snow-dusted ice: It lets the xi's wheels spin enough to let
you have your fun while gently stepping in to realign the tail. Skidding is still a possibility if you
go into turns too hot, but the car's electronics keep you out of most other trouble in a manner
that builds you up rather than beats you down. Switch off the stability control altogether, and
the advanced driver is left with a responsive and predictable ice-driving machine. If there's any
traction to be had, the xDrive system sniffs it out. Unexpected Features With a self-satisfied
wink in Audi's direction, BMW threw a few unexpected extras into the all-wheel-drive 5 Series.
We doubt many buyers will ever need these curiosities, but we know plenty who will be
delighted by the prospect of driving a BMW 5 Series that smirks at Old Man Winter. Available
styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used BMW 5 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Styling may not appeal to 5 Series loyalists, iDrive system still
more hassle than it's worth, costs more than most competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The and models receive
an all-new 3. BMW is also offering a versatile 5 Series wagon to U. The i has been replaced by
the i, which features a horsepower, 4. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. My 4th BMW
and the best one! This i is well designed and the overall reliability is good. Beyond K miles, I
started having some oil leaks but it's all fixable. Over K miles. Spark plugs replaced every K
miles. DTML pump was replaced around 90K miles. The coolant tank was replaced around K

miles but this car is solid and performs well month after month. The starter was replaced at K
miles as well as a front wheel crack in the metal. The microfilter needs a change every 30K miles
and the trunk actuator had to be replaced at , Miles. It has K miles and it's still going strong! The
external body still looks great but the car spends its nights in a covered garage. Total
maintenance costs incl. Read less. Must own one of these cars, if you buy it used. So basically
this car is my favorite material possession. AND I am not a car nut. I really like this car. It had
92, miles on it. They tore through it and found some issues. The electronic cable sleeve between
the computer and the transmission. It typically leaks every K. It was leaking. The shocks were
bad. And the coolant system had a leak. I bought the car after some further negotiations. It was
in the shop quickly for a radiator replacement, a lower radiator supply hose, a worn out wheel
bearing, shocks, and new tires. Regret started to sink into our minds. But since then the car has
just had maintenance visits. I replaced the coil over ignition plugs at , they lasted 80k more than
BMW says they should. I changed the oil every 7k, it does eat 1 qt of oil every miles. I just deal
with that. I put continental contipro contact tires on it. This car powers through corners now. It
drives through 12" of snow and heavy rains with NO problems. Folks this car is reliable if you
take care of it. The car must go to a great mechanic who knows BMW's. Don't skimp on
non-OEM parts. Go to Bavarian autosport for parts if you want to DYI the repairs. The car may
the basic 6 buts fast. So fast. Faster than our BMW X5 with the turbo diesel. I am at , miles now
and I have no intention of selling it. In fact I might just buy another BMW xi. New technology be
damned. Great looking car with performance that matches. I bought this car three years ago and
I've generally been quite satisfied. It gets decent mileage overall and over 30mpg on the road.
New passengers not aware of the brand will often ask what kind of car it is because it's so
comfortable. Since the car has had very little wear its frequently confused with a newer car
since the basic body design remained the same until It does have some flaws. One of these is
that the I-Drive computer occasionally doesn't boot at start up and leaves me without a radio
until it does. The parking radar often takes a while to shut off after leaving a parking space.
However in the basics like comfort and performance the car is great. I did purchase an extended
drive train warranty, but I've recently had a large number of systems fail in short order including
the water pump, purge valve, and transmission pan and filter. There's also the standard German
oil leak which is so minuscule that I've chosen not to fix it. My mechanic and I both think that
this bad period will pass and that the car will remain reliable so I'm currently still positive about
it. It's a great machine. Addendum: On the positive side I've just been in an accident where I was
broadsided by a driver who didn't try to stop. He must have been doing at least 65 in a 45 speed
limit zone. The car lost a fender and deployed the side but not front airbags. I lost one fender
and little else. I walked away without a scratch. Very impressive! The only negative about this
car and other BMWs is that some systems are unique so it's hard to find a mechanic who will
work on one other than the dealer. Nevertheless, performance and now safety are excellent. Had
to deal with electronic glitches here and there tire sensors, oil level sensors, etc and the
transmission is somehow brutal when accelerating from a red light. Also experience problems
at idle, irregular rpms.. If I could afford a '12 MB E 4matic station, I could consider a trade but
even if I need to rebuild the tranny, it will still be cheaper and more fun to drive my xit into the
ground. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Sign
Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. Overview
Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive transmission hill
holder yes Transmission 6-speed manual. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power Feature Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb
view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door
locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 10 -way power
passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes height
adjustable driver seat yes Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support yes Passenger seat
with power adjustable lumbar support yes 10 -way power driver seat yes leather yes.
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Drag Coefficient 0. Height Wheel
base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Suspension Suspension
four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12
yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See 5 Series Inventory. Sign Up. Auburn, premium leather Beige,
premium leather Black, premium leather Gray, premium leather. See 5 Series Inventory. Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to
offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling

your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a
lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save
you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your
car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! BMW 5 Series has spent the last forty
years catering to those who desire a sedan that functions equally well as a prestigious luxury
car and a thoroughbred performance sedan. The 5 Series has long been the benchmark by
which other sport sedans are measured. The i is one of the most satisfying midsize sport
sedans you can buy. It has an ultra refined 3. Call or email Sea Auto Sales to arrange for a test
drive of this outstanding luxury sport sedan today! Recent Arrival! Enjoy upfront pricing and
interact with non-commission product specialists for a pressure free deal. Find out more at Free
car washes for as long as you own your vehicle. The Prime Motor Group remains open selling
cars remotely and promising a contact less delivery. Please call for more info. Back-Up Camera,
Bluetooth. At Prime Motor Group, we believe in giving you an experience that is fast, fair and
simple. This means we use real market data from credible providers like Edmunds and KBB to
validate our prices, so we spend less time negotiating and more time helping you find the
perfect vehicle for you or your family! Powered by a 3. This All Wheel Drive offers a sure-footed
grip on any road while supplying incredible economy of near 28mpg on the open road. With
adaptive brake lights, heated mirrors, and sleek alloy wheels adorned with the BMW logo, get
ready to fall in love with this refined car. Inside you get the beloved xi cabin features: fit and
finish are beautifully crafted, with gorgeous woodgrain interior trim, and user-friendly features
that include the iDrive system, a premium audio system, and BMW Assist integrated wireless
communication. With head-turning good looks, a legendary status, and luxurious features, our
BMW will also keep you and your family secure with its extensive safety features. Multiple
airbags, automatic fuel cutoff, and an impact sensor protect you, while stability control, brake
assist, and traction control work to keep you on track, no matter what adventure you take the
BMW 5 Series xi on. Print this page and call us Now Best of all the price you see is the price you
pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Needing a new daily commute
car? One perfect for the first time drivers? It is powered by the 3. The exterior is in amazing
shape for being 13 years old! The inside is flawless and it has like new tires! Step inside and
find heated leather seats, a sunroof, and so much more! Don't miss out on this ride. Looking for
a family vehicle? This vehicle was well taken care of by its previous and only owner. Want a
vehicle with low miles? Plus, even better! With a powerful 3. With the 3. Grip the road like never
before with this sports tuned suspension. Feel like royalty in the luxury of this vehicle. Compare
and see for yourself. We have made sure that this BMW has kept its same faultless beauty as
when it first rolled out the factory doors. The interior of this ride is nothing less than perfect and
is a sign of the excellent care and attention that this vehicle has seen since it was new. We want
to make sure our customers have confidence buying from us. According to their latest, this
vehicle is a one-owner vehicle. As with all our vehicles that we sell, this one has an optional
extended warranty available. See a salesman for more information. Interested in low monthly
payments? Call us today at or come by to see if you qualify. We are only minutes away from
Garrisonville, stop by and visit us today. Well maintained. Runs great and drives like new. Fully
loaded interior. Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car! Extra clean. Must see. Come for a test
drive. We finance everyone W. C Free Carfax report available. Trade in welcome. Bad credit OK,
first time buyer OK. Extended warranty available. Prestige Auto Sports Inc. This BMW 5 Series
xi is powered by a 3. Check it out for yourself and visit our website at Qautocenter. See dealer
for complete details. Vehicle subject to sell. This car has a Branded Title. Learn why tens of
thousands of AutoSource customers agree that Branded Titles offer the best value. Call, come
in for a test drive, or visit MyAutoSource. How has AutoSource become the nation's largest
dealer of Branded Title vehicles? It's simple, we offer amazing inventory, unbeatable prices, and
a 5-star buying experience. At AutoSource you'll save thousands without sacrificing quality,
afford a newer model year, higher trim level, and lower miles than what you might have been
expecting in your price range. AutoSource, how much will you save? This vehicle can be
purchased online with home or office delivery using Fields Exclusive Concierge Purchasing
Program. The 5 Series is the winner of red dot award for outstanding design. The 5 5eries is
ranked 1 in J. One reason is our selection of quality sought-after pre-owned vehicles. The
second is our commitment to our customers. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to

show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 7. Trim i xDrive 1, i 1, i xDrive i e
iPerformance Mi xDrive i i xDrive i xDrive i e xDrive iPerformance i 56 i xDrive 47 e 22 d 16 i 13 d
xDrive 12 xi 10 xi 6 e xDrive 5 d xDrive 4 i 4 xi 3 xi 3 ActiveHybrid 5 1. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid
Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 30
mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price
drops. Know The Deal. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. My 4th BMW and the best one! This i is well designed and the overall
reliability is good. Beyond K miles, I started having some oil leaks but it's all fixable. Over K
miles. Spark plugs replaced every K miles. DTML pump was replaced around 90K miles. The
coolant tank was replaced around K miles but this car is solid and performs well month after
month. The starter was replaced at K miles as well as a front wheel crack in the metal. The
microfilter needs a change every 30K miles and the trunk actuator had to be replaced at , Miles.
It has K miles and it's still going strong! The external body still looks great but the car spends
its nights in a covered garage. Total maintenance costs incl. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. For
much of the s and s, the BMW 5 Series was the quintessential midsize luxury sport sedan. With
a keen mix of strong power, engaging handling and refined comfort, it fit in perfectly between
BMW's smaller 3 Series and larger 7 Series. To the disappointment of some, more recent
versions of the 5 Series have focused more on luxury. But it's still one of the preeminent
midsize sedans on the market. For , BMW has updated the 5 Series with a restyled front end, a
larger infotainment touchscreen and improved voice controls. There's also a new volt mild
hybrid system for the i that slightly improves fuel efficiency and smooths out the operation of
the engine's stop-start system at stoplights. Across individual categories, the BMW doesn't
always come out on top. But on the whole, the 5 Series is a satisfying luxury sedan that
deserves a close look. Check out our Expert Rating for our in-depth evaluation. To find out what
life is like with the current-generation BMW 5 Series, check out our Long Term blog of our time
with a i xDrive. Some minor changes have been made to the 5 Series since then but our findings
and impressions are still very relevant. The BMW 5 Series is available in four trim levels, all with
different powertrains. The i horsepower, lb-ft of torque and the e plug-in hybrid hp, lb-ft are
powered by variants of BMW's turbocharged 2. The EPA estimates you can go about 21 miles
on electric power in the e before switching to regular hybrid operation. The i gets a
turbocharged 3. At the top of the range is the Mi with its turbocharged 4. BMW's all-wheel drive,
called xDrive, is an option on the i, the e and the i. It's standard on the Mi. An eight-speed
automatic is standard across the board. The ultra high-performance M5 is reviewed separately.
Multiple packages are available for the four- and six-cylinder models. Highlights include:. I have
a Mi. Extraordinary car. The comfort factor in this car is the very best I've experienced. The
variability of seat adjustments is incredible. I have had 13 herniated discs and never have I
found a more variable adjustable seat, nor massage modes. The power hp is insane for a car in
this sector. Acceleration is phenomenal and curves are super smooth. I don't have the driving
skills for an M5, or a Porsche, due to spine issues, but this car is perfect for me. I ordered every
extra except the 'use the key fob to park the car'. Driving this car is a sublime experience power, acceleration, solid stance cornering, comfort the seat adjustability is endless , audio the
Bowers and Wilkens audio is the best I have heard in a car , and pure luxurious fun of driving is
incredible. I had a '20 Audi S6 ordered, and canceled due to terrible sales communication. So
glad the Audi deal fell apart - the Mi is a superior driving experience, and the rotary dial user
interface in the Beem is far better than the multiple touchscreens in the Audi. MB user interface
in the E series is terrible. Car is smooth and sexy! Rides like a dream! Love the color trim
package could have been a little better no seat warmers I was shocked! The rest is top notch
though. Write a review. See all 2 reviews. The E-Class is our top-rated luxury sedan, and for
good reason. Its interior is rich in both luxury and technology, and any one of the available
engines wows with power, efficiency or both. But the 5 Series isn't far behind, offering its own
mix of performance, comfort and practicality, especially in the lower trim levels. Balancing
technology with impressive driving dynamics is a thread that runs through Audi's products, and
this is especially true of the A6. What it lacks in traditional luxury it more than makes up for with
its bold, tech-forward interior. But its dual-touchscreen infotainment setup can be distracting to
use, and the A6 lacks the range of engines and personalities offered by the 5 Series. Just
because the S90 flies under most buyers' radar doesn't mean it's not worth a look. Volvo has
outfitted its luxury sedan with some of the most comfortable seats in the class, and the S90
holds true to the company's dedication to safety with many of the best advanced driver aids.
The 5 Series, however, still has an edge on performance. Available styles include e 4dr Sedan 2.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the BMW 5 Series and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the 5 Series 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift

through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the 5 Series. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the BMW 5 Series and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the 5 Series
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the BMW 5 Series. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Photos Select year New - New. Select a type Sedan Mi xDrive Hybrid. Other years. Pros Wide range of powerful and
relatively efficient engines A host of innovative features and leading-edge tech Interior is quiet
and comfortable Generous trunk capacity Cons Evolutionary styling doesn't stand out in a
crowded class Some interior materials are a bit below segment standards What's new Updated
grille design Larger touchscreen and improved voice controls i gains volt mild hybrid system
More power for the e plug-in hybrid Part of the seventh 5 Series generation introduced for
What's it like to live with? The BMW 5 Series lives up to the expectations set by its forebears.
There's an engine for nearly every taste, and the car's handling capabilities are fundamentally
sound. Factor in the 5 Series' top-shelf tech and safety features and you've got a prime pick for
a midsize luxury sedan. If the driving experience is truly important to you, then the 5 Series is a
sedan to consider. Most of the models are well-rounded performers. In our testing, the
four-cylinder i managed to cover mph in 6. We also tested a i xDrive and recorded an impressive
sprint of just 4. Our test i had ultra-smooth M Sport brakes that stopped the car from 60 mph in
just feet, an admirable result for a midsize luxury sedan. The steering is nicely weighted but
somewhat numb. Thankfully, the chassis is both balanced and communicative. The 5 Series is a
supremely comfortable car, especially with the optional multi-contour front seats. We are also
impressed with the ride quality â€” it's comfortable and relatively plush yet well damped so it
doesn't feel floaty. And while there's a mild amount of road noise that creeps in, there's no wind
noise and the engine is barely audible when cruising. Our only issue with the climate system
was its capacity to keep us properly chilled. While the dual-temp, dual-fan speed controls offer a
lot of variabilities, the fan speed was never quite strong enough to deal with temperature
extremes. The i's cabin is an excellent place to spend time. Front passengers have ample room.
And thanks to the highly adjustable seat and steering wheel, drivers of just about all sizes
should be able to find a comfortable position. Climbing in or out is a breeze thanks to generous
door openings with plenty of head clearance. Rear legroom is spacious, and rear headroom is
sufficient but not exceptional. BMW is great at minimizing button count, but that leaves a lot for
iDrive to control. The iDrive menus are pretty straightforward and easy to navigate, but it takes
time to wrap your head around all the options and customizations available. It can be a little
intimidating. We do like the clear views the 5 Series provides. The windows are nicely sized,
especially in the rear. The optional surround-view camera system helps a lot too. BMW is one of
the more aggressive manufacturers when it comes to innovative features. Most of them are

useful, while some are cool parlor tricks, but we appreciate them all. The stereo provides
high-quality sound and responds well to gesture controls. BMW's voice assistant works as
expected with natural language commands to control many vehicle functions. The 5 Series'
driver safety aids work extremely well. The adaptive cruise, for instance, maintains a tight gap
behind the car ahead, and the actuating brakes stop hard yet smoothly when needed. The most
impressive feature of the 5 Series is its parking cameras that help render an amazing 3D image
of the outside of the car. The i has a fairly generous trunk with flexible cargo configurations.
The i's trunk is larger than most in the segment. The trunk has a wide opening and a low
liftover, but it narrows a fair amount toward the back of the rear seats. BMW has done a decent
job with in-cabin storage: water bottle pockets on all the doors, a retractable cover that houses
a bin for wireless phone charging up front, and a decent-size glovebox and center armrest
space. It's still not a lot of storage, but it's sufficient for a European luxury sedan. The i is rated
at 28 mpg combined. We achieved 27 mpg on our mile evaluation route, but we usually exceed
combined mpg on this route. And our overall test average of Both are disappointing but
unsurprising for a modern downsized turbocharged engine such as the four-cylinder in the i.
Our test of the i was more favorable in matching EPA estimates. The quality of BMW's
electronics is top-notch, from the central touchscreen to the driver's gauge cluster. Interior
panel fit is also nice, but the materials used for the wood trim and leather can come across as
slightly fake. You'll pay for every option you add, but prices are fair for the segment and worth it
considering the quality of the upgrades. We're relieved to see BMW focusing on driving
dynamics again, which is what ultimately defines the personality of its cars. But we do wish
BMW would take a little more risk on the exterior design. There's very little that differentiates
this latest generation from the previous 5 Series. For the best experience, we recommend
starting with the i. The turbocharged six-cylinder engine's balance of power and efficiency is
laudable for a car of this size. We'd also spring for the Driving Assistant Plus package for its
adaptive cruise control and other useful driver aids and the Parking Assistance package for its
surround-view camera and parking sensors. If you'd like a little extra performance, you should
definitely opt for the M Sport package, which includes a sport suspension, grippy tires and
unique exterior styling. Read more. Find savings on the 5 Series for sale near you. ZIP Code.
See Pricing. See all 5 Series lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Most helpful
consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Best automobile I've driven. Check your price quote. Great
Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Active
Blind-Spot Detection Alerts you of vehicles in the adjacent lanes using radar sensors and
indicates if it's safe to change lanes. City Collision Mitigation Automatically brakes the car at
speeds under 38 mph when it detects an imminent collision and the driver has taken no action.
Side Impact Test Good. BMW 5 Series vs. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating
out of 1 reviews. Related 5 Series Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the 5 Series both on the
road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about BMW 5 Series fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the 5 Series gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 28 mpg, depending on the
configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the 5 Series ranges from And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the BMW 5 Series is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the 5 Series. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the 5 Series's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the BMW 5 Series is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the 5 Series and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the 5 Series is a good car
for you. Other versions include: e 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in the BMW 5 Series, the next
question is, which 5 Series model is right for you? What do people think of the BMW 5 Series?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the BMW 5 Series and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which
BMW 5 Serieses are available in my area? Can't find a new BMW 5 Seriess you want in your
area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out BMW lease specials. Sign Up.
Get price. Our verdict. How does the 5 Series drive? How comfortable is the 5 Series? How
economical is the 5 Series? Is the 5 Series a good value? A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid

expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The BMW 5 Series Sedan underwent a revamp both on the exterior styling and the engine
configurations. Further, the interior of the 5 Series underwent a thorough modernization and
even a few stylistic changes. BMW offers a plethora of options when it comes to the 5 Series.
The i offers a 2. Further, the e PHEV offers plug-in hybrid technology with a cumulative total of
hp with an even lower carbon footprint. The i model offers hp from its inline-6 3. Finally, the
BMW Mi is in another class of its own with a 4. BMW is known to offer highly luxurious and
comfortable interiors, which have a flair for daily use and are known to have a long life. The
BMW 5 Series is the same with redesigned interiors and added support on all seats. The rear
seats have included adjustable headrests and form a well conforming fit and even under-thigh
support. The infotainment console in the 5 Series has been upgraded offering the top of the line
in features included. Additionally, the infotainment display includes all the modern tech and
gizmos included in the BMW iDrive 7 system. The cabin space for the BMW 5 Series has a rich
and well-appointed look to it. The cockpit in particular feels well thought out and restrained at
the same time. The cabin has leather trimmings and soft-touch materials throughout, with no
exposed plastic visible and further a finished and complete styling feel to it. The cabin carries a
cohesiveness in design, with each element fitting into it comfortably and perfectly. Standard
upholstery in the cabin is Perforated SensaTec offered in beige, cognac, or black. Dakota
leather is additionally offered in almost all the same color schemes of the base variant.
Additionally, a Nappa Leather soft finish is another optional package for the cabin upholstery.
The headliner for the cabin is offered in the Anthracite trim. The front row seats are thoroughly
comfortable, including seat heating and cooling, with perforations along the seats granting a
rich textured feel. The front row seats come way adjustable by default which can be further
upgraded with optional way power-adjustable seats, which can confirm to almost any driving
position required. The i has quite a roomy and spacious front row. Its rear row however lags a
bit in terms of headroom. The fit and feel of the rear seating however are quite refined and the
rear row of the 5 Series Sedan is quite a comfortable and spacious place to be in. The Audi A6
shares similar interior space with the 5 Series, finally, this brings the Mercedes-Benz E and
Volvo S90 to share the next positions in the table. The BMW 5 Series comes with a variety of
additional interior features, these are:. It offers a load of convenience features and comforts in
its cabin that makes it a fine fit and a comfortable vehicle for any person. Intended as an
offering for business executives that may be chauffeured or may even drive their own car, BMW
takes care that either of the seats is top-notch and thoroughly becomes its status. The safety
and spaciousness features on offer are without a doubt highly thought out and finished.
Additionally improving the pliability of the car, and improving its daily useability seem like
import requirements for BMW. As such, they offer a thoroughly capable boot in the rear of the
automobile. The trunk volume on offer in the 5 Series is The i and the Mi offer a similar storage
space of The BMW 5 Series offers the most storage space in the competition, with the other
cars lagging largely behind. BMW has done well to optimize the storage in the car design.
However, the lack of cubby holes and other interior storage spaces hinders the overall
capability of the BMW 5 Series sedan, which is a bit of a miss. It comes in a The system running
the infotainment display is called the iDrive 7 developed by BMW themselves. The system can
be linked to an Android App which can work in tandem with the operation of the car. Further, it
includes a variety of functions, the least of which is the voice control, navigation, and knob
control offered by BMW. The system is also a touch screen enabled system. The overall design

of the central cluster seems cohesive with the design and styling features of the interior largely.
The audio quality is top-notch, with an optional Harman-Kardon speaker system that can be
added. The buttons of the center console can be upgraded to a ceramic finish with an additional
package. The information cluster is an all-digital Further, the cluster changes itself for different
drive modes, which adds a bit of flair and feel to it. The BMW 5 Series comes with a wide array
of addons as well as tailored features, which is sure to liven the cabin a bit more. Some of the
additional features of the info
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tainment and the cabin on the whole are:. The BMW 5 Series offers a sweet amalgamation of
performance, driving feel, comfort, and luxurious interior, which are sure to appeal to any and
all customers that take the actual feel of the driving and the cabin. Overall, the cabin exudes a
finished and polished feel, with the performance or driving features not even considered. The
cabin focusses more on the comfort than the looks. Practical enough for daily driving yet
premium enough for group road trips. Read all Reviews. Wanted a car that has a good road
presence and at the same time knows how to sprint when asked to. I say I'm half satisfied with
my i. Comes with launch control that gives it a little edge but the initial acceleration still isn't
even close to what I would have wanted. Arora Automotive Journalist. BMW i Pros - I. Launch
control II. Refined powerband III. Run flats Cons - I. Handling II. Initial acceleration III. Exhaust
note. TP Timothy B. Similar Cars. Top User Reviews 8.

